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where ·~a" was less 'than' one. 
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This sugg·ests·~.t)l.at·sequence wi1 .. 1·be. important in 
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_ the p~~.sentation of_· numeric;al data as well. 
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.. ,- A l'l. of. the studies p_reviously mentioned·-· .. ··have · reqt1ired l 
, .. ",I 
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·the subject to· summarize·_·:all the data into. one judgemento_ 
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In effect, subjective 
'Ii . 
summary statistics ·were b~ing u·sed. In the Lathrop experi-
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' .. 
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· card.s. In the .Beach and Sc~pp_·_ experiment,. the task was to 
- ·compare t_wo samples and est·imate the ratio of· the la.rger · 
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,r variince·to' the smaller variance. -
A.· new niethod of 'getti!l,g at Sti-Oj e·ct.·ive-· estim.ates of \ .~· 
.. ' 
<t" . 
var~abi.li ty is s~gges~ed .by· work being done, by. Bayesian 
-A' • 
stat·isticiari~ •. · T~h.is method _promises to let th~ subject. 
' 8, •i.., 
express his feelirigs about. the sample ne ~as observed in. a 
more com-p.lete fashion. 
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\. --u(p) is the prior distribution _summari~i~g what is' 
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· -in which the data are highly variable·· or in which ·the data 
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information necessary fot·c nstructi~g a prior distribution· 
by questiq~i~g the person. _ i ttle research has bee.n ·. 
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-proposed several questioni~g. proc'edures and ran a. _s.tuay to 
try them out. He' investigated subject's opinions about 
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parameters wh-ich -should ·be somewhat· familiar ·to them •. -An 
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likely value' two· va.lue·s' ·_one· to the ie1.ft and one. to the . 
. . . . 
. 
. 
r~ght,: __ of t)l-is wh_i.ch are felt to be ·half_ as· liJ<ely, points -· · . ~ . . . •· .. 
- ~~ ·-· --------· ·--- -
.. _, __ ,:_·_ --~----------·-wh-ich mark off quartiles o.f·.' the area' and points which ip.di- ·. ,< - .' / l 
- . 
• . . . • 
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' . . . . 
·cate that .only one percent· _Qf the graph lies furthe.:r out. on 
the .tails of the -distribution., 
. . 
After the points ar~ label--
·-
C 
ed, the·subject draws in·a curve (~n_graph·paper-) over the 
points which conf orrns with the-· rneani~g of" the poin·ts. Cor-.:. . 
,. 
rections ar·e made back and for-th between tJ:ie. -graph and the, 
po~nts until the subject· is satisfied that the graph 
Q • 
. ,, ·' ... 
-illustrates what h~-believes. 
' 
. . 






-~ prove.usefu~ to the ~tudy of ·perceived·vatiability arid is 
~ 
. 
test.ed,,in the present-, experiment··. ·_ After seei~g. a list of 
. 
.· ~ 
- . . 
. ~ numbers ;the: subject ~s asked _to pic·k the mean of· the dis-t 
. 
-~ 
· t,~ibtition and .rate surroundi.ng values as to how p.r?babl~ it jis that they c·ould be the mean. The gi'aph which iS .obtain-
' 
., 
ed b·y this me.thod. should be sensitive to ~he vari«nce of 
,. 
. - '· ':"""" 
"-J . • Q 
· the.sample .. ~F~o·r a·sample wit'h la!ge-variance t~e subje"c·t· 
,' -~--. · __ -~sh<>u.ld b~ _rei __ ~ti_ye1y un.sure .-of the value of the ··mean and -----·. -~-., -- --
.. ,J . 
. -. 
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.··Another proposal can be· considered here~ When· investi-
·gat·i~g subjective estimates of variability, it may be t~at 
--. ' 
) . . -, ... ·-·· ---.······--- --~-.......~, .. ~ --- --
. ·- ·---·--·· ~ . ·•. .. .. . . . ' 
· there is a be.t ter ch~nce for linearity between ·subjective 
estimate and sample statistic wheri ,the variable. invest~gated . 
I • 
... 
is stand'ard deviation rathe·r than variance • . ':r Earlier· studies 
• I 
''.. \ 
. ' · ·---- .·(Jiofstatte·r,. 1939 -and Beach ·an"d Scopp, 1968) have_ .... found a 
. . 




f t ·:,~ 
·. ten·dency to underwe~ght extreme data points. / The va-r·iance 
' 





a,." • • " 
/ 
/ 
estimated (inferred from ratio estimates for B_each and Scop_p) 
. 
. ~ 
. . . ,. . . 
. . 
were sma11~er · than sample v61ance and did not- increa.se· lin-
' 
.J • 
early with sample variance. · Sin_~e the SD is the square ~oot 
~- .. ' 
·· of t·he varianc·e~, t t increases_ les_s ra.pidly than varianc~. and· 
.... 
. . 
may be more"closely relat"e·d to subj·ective estimates .. For 
.. 
this experiment, then, SD was the dependent variab·le (ob-
--











Subj~ctive sn.-was also compared to· sample standard er-
This comparison was suggested b·y the n1_1tufe of the task.~ 
' , ~ •. 9 
__ ··rhe· subj.~cts were _!Q rate"· the values on J:iow like.ly. ·it·. was 
. ':.~~ ·: . ,~\· -·;·-,,". that ·tl)ey .c~_ul_d be the -mean of <>the·. distributi6~. This s~g-~:-
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Between subject differences can still be expec1t_ed since··· 
·:· :·;·_-·:··-::··-.:~~~ .. ,-,····-.. d:eviant values may or may not be ignored .. If a subject . · 
. . . ~ 
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• ' • (J treats all samples i.n ·a consistent fashion, ·however, his 
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• I . ' 
. · --~. · ·The. pres~nt experiment -incorporated three· groups. In ._. 
.. 
' ' . . :-, ' -·· ---- ~------ -
. ·the.in-ain g·roup .(Group_ l) .. each su-bject wa-s given-samples· ·. 
- . 
wi \h five different SD' s, · and .drew. a graph for each sample. . · , . 
. . 
Tw9. additiona,l. _groups were run· to study list :le!l,gth (sample " 
I I, ' - ,, 
size), primacy-re~ency aµd the effect of the range of the· 
·sample data--. List le~gth was studied for two· reasons, •. 
-B~yesian pro·cessing ideally should lead- t.o mo,r~e p·rec~s.e 
inferences made from 1·a!ger -samples since more data. has lleen 
ob.served.· This should .result in a graph witll a smaller SD.-
~-
fa smaller range of values is accepted · as likely to be · the -. 
l - . . ~----···· / . - --
true value.· Spencer (1961), however, f?~n:d· that as list 
" 
.. : . ' , ' le~gth increased, tl}e s,ubj ects accuracy at- estimati~_g. the 
.t. ..... ~.......... ·- ......... ---, 
l-;---~ 




to· les-s·· precis.e·- i~f.er.ences and· a more .. d .. iffµse graph. w~ th· 
" . • • . - ... '{if 
~ouge! list le~g~h. Spencer used list le~gths of ·10, 15, 
' -
.. ----------·- ·- -----·-- -- -- -
,..--., . ! . . ·-"···---····-· ·-·~·-··-····--·-· -·-----~----·-· ---------··'·-·· - .... 
..J .' . 
.\J, 
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" ·I_ . -D~Charme (1967). . Here S·tatist'i"cal -data·, first favored one 
- '- - -- - -- - - -- - . 
j~..,.-.... ' ' . 
. 
• I 
· · -- --~ ·. ·. ;·_hypotl).~sis and then ~nothe·r. , ·sub·j ects did . not swi·tch to· the 
- - - -
- . - ·-==- ·-::i..:..::- -- . - - • • ·_--:· . - . - ·• - -~ . ' : \ . 
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· ··.·. hypothesis f avol'ed by 18:ter data as quickly as . optimal pro" 
' 
. \ ,• (i",}~' • . ·ti ·_ • • 
-- --------- -. ,: · cess ing prescribes t,hey shou:5)(. The eatly hypothesis was 
~- -·--·---~ ----·· -
\ . 
. ~ 
. ' . . // } . . . ~ 
t . · -_ · .. he.ld even though a more th9"ri. sufficient Huanti ty of. rec·ent 
j • \ 
. ! ' \ 
----------.. ----- --- --,---- _/ ,, ' 
· ____ :-____ :_ ___ ~ data went strongly agains'.t the hypothesis\;· 
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Primacy anti rece/~y investig.ations ar-e particularry 
important in. thiS ,/periment for the infiormatiOn. they can. 
h -
; . 
yield about the typ~~ proc~~si~g( goi~g on. If the subjects 
'1 
~,,are basi~g th. ir decisions -about the spread of their: graphs 
on· a de:cisio~ ·_p_;t;_Q9-_e~s which is comple,'te after some amount 
' 
\ of data less than the-:- entire list, primacy effects should 
show' up. On the ot~er. hand, ·if the subj ~ct first t·ries to·_ 
(~ -' '., ' J j .I 1.• ,._ 
... ; 
_- - identify the' ,mean·, but wajts until he ~as seen ·the whole 
" 
list befgre decidi~g.about iariability, r~~ency effects 
. . .t 
shou,ld appear • 
. . 
There.is a~d possibility as well. 
--
I~ th~-ra~ge of_· 
- . 
the sample -. the differenc.e between the maximum and __ the min; 
... ~, 
' '· .. . ./ 
imum -values - · .is the_ mai ..n determinant of th_e diffusenes .. s- of 
-the graphs, - a third oµtcorile is _expected .• · Samp·les w-i-th- di£-
. 
..... , ... ,, ...... .,.;. ...... , ... , ......... ,.. . ,. -...• .,: ferent SD' 'S, btit the same ra~g·e· 
0




. ''"""" . 
· ·· simila.r :graphs. . The· rang-e of, t·he sample _is a -random ._y~riable . 
- --------· - --- - ' .. . .- . ¥,_,, ••. ~ - - .. , • . 
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· estimates did ~~t increase linearly with tl{e obre;;~ve· . •. ·' -~- ,., · ,. 
\ 
ra-tios • If · tre range of a sample is the main. determinant 
of subjective variability tlreirreSult seems 1li&hlypredict-. 
i ; ,; 
.,, ... 
able since the ra~ges were equal. 
~ 
Normally distributed samples were chosen f o-r the present 
study because ~o maµy random vaiiables occµring in .nature· 
. . ' 
"' ·-0 r • \ ~ • I 
are d~~crib·ed this way and because so little work on infor-
mation ·processing ~as consid~r~d·narmal distributiqps. Most 
• ijl ...... -~~- • 
. • • • 
. . ' 
_of the Bayesian probability revisi6ri ~xperiments have pre-
sented binomial data. Beach and Scopp (1968) use¢). ''appr~ox-· 
• '•·•· •.~_..-T·;::-s1•4-·· ,_. --
e 
imately" normal ·~distribution_s in their study .but_ they mus~t 
. have -been· changed in ,,some way to arrive at samples with 
. • ' I'-
·r.., 
' ~ -
diffeient varia~ce but with equal r~~ge. 
f · The samples for this exper,im.ent -:were presented on a 
~ ·· memo.ry drum~ each number appeari~g for three seconds. The 
~µbj_ ~-ct~ ~e:r e _ Il9 't __ ~11 Q)V~_d 'tg _· ____ cop_y __ , cl.o~n _ t.he _1 j:_s t_· _9r__"1ak_~· ~--· '~--. ~ __ -=-=._.=c.=== 
~. 
. ··paper. and pencil" c3.lculations. , This ;.ethod of preseiltatioli, 
.. , 
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when .. the. s_ub-using subjective Bayesian • prior distributions 
" 
•· I' ject a-n • 1S performing inf or.ma tion If 'the task. • process1ng 
----. ·--~--- -· ... 
variability of the subjects graphs a_re not ·predi.c.t,~bly 
. {. 
' related to the variability "'\ 1n the data, we can't 'put· too 
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Experimental Design·· · · ' . 
. ... . •'.\ 
~- . 
Three groups of fifteen subj~cts were run. In Gr6up 1,y· 
·each subject saw five lists consisting of· ten numbers apiece. 
·· :·· Each list had a· different· standard deviatiriri and the lists 





. The order of list presentation was randomized with· 






: • ;t·' 
·" ,.; •. ', :., ,I . 
equally often in each position ~n the sequenc.e. , 
. 
. The second group w~s· identical to the· first· exctfpt· that 
a. list length of twenty was used. Studying ·the .effect of-
·.· ~-' 
. . 
· :-·. li.st length with two separate group-s is not the optimal 
. ,. . . . :\. .. ' ,.... . . ~ 
. ' 
d:es~gn since a w·i-thin subj.ects des~g:ri would better coritro·f~ .... :. 





there ~ere practical 
. . 
was the ma.iri emphasis of the· st~.dy and 
. . --1 
limits o~ how·many graphs ·could be 
I' - • -






structtons -and practic~.- graphs took half' a_n· hour and the 




' ...... ~ - __ '·-----~---'.·_·: .. ; 
0
- •• ~_i)~e graphs another.,,45 minutes.--.. T~is was noticeably tir~~g 
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··wnich changed. in_ SD halfway th~o~gh the lis·t .~ · The. lists 
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. ' 
· ··. : _. were ac1:Ually comprised of, two shorter· itrt?- o~:- with 
··- ..... 
.-- ... ';-··--··· ... -- -· high SD and one with low. Th~se two sns· ·were chosen after 
\ -
. . 







. - · ... "--- ... - ·----~ . ' . 
Groups 1 and 2 had bee:.i run and Were definitely subjectively'· 
1, •. :.,_ ' 
distingu~shable. Four lists were·prepared which cin be 
• ,! . , . . A . . • 
represe.nted as V l V l '. V l V z, :v·z V l and V z V z. Tne~s~-~,will be 
.. 
. -
referred t·o as lists .1, 2, 3 ·and 4.. Each subject ·saw all 
I. 
. _ four lists and the otder o~ list pr~sen~atioi wai ~gain 
.. 
randomized across subjects using Lat.in squares. 
)his' sort allow an investigat
0
i:n of ]?rimac·y dnd 
.I ' .. . J 








T~e samples co-nsist.ed of three d.~:g~·t numbers obtained 
. · . . 'I 
! JJ, . 
' ft;om a Gaussian distribution of erro·rs. These-errors wer~ 
. ' 
cibtained·in terms ~fa unit ·standard-deviation such that 
I ·• • .1.:-- ' :, 
,.,- . . . 
the te.n points ·included 95% of;. th'e distribµtion, (plus and· 
mi.nus· tw:o. stan~ard deviations)· c!-nd ,.were in fact .normally 
. ~. . . 
' distributed. These·~rrors ~ere then-m~gnified to give the 
sma1·1est SD sample a ra~g·e· .of 10. This·resulted in· a SD 
. . - ~ .· . 
.,.--~of 2 .• 8. :To.keep the~ s~ap.e--·0£ .the di.stribution ·tJ\e. s·am·e for 
. . 
\ . 
~--· - ••• -- -·---------·---•·••• I 
all, lists,. the errors· f<;>.r · the la!ger ·sos,· w.ere.· multiples o·f . 
• f 
+ 
~ the.:error for· the.smallest. The errors we··re -then trans-· - - . . ~ ·-. - .. - . . ·-t·· ·- . ... : .. - . 
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·-~-=-- r·l)._:addi tion to usi~g ~. diff e:rent me~n for each s·amp·:te, 
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~ the hundreds. d~gi t wa:~s . also. diff ere-rit. ~or each sample. -.• I 
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~ Both of these precautions were taken to .let the subject 
. \ . 
'know immediately that he was viewing numbers drawn from a~ 
. ~ - ~-··"-'-- - -- -... ·-·- .... ~ ' --- --- ·•·-------- -------
.. - . . ' 
-~-\. .. 
new.population. Although ~tis true that the sample mearis 
:·vari in magnitude, the magnitudes ar~ all la!ge and the· 
:'' . 
,.> 
. ra~ge of variability_ about- these means is low. co~pared to . 
the magnitude. It was expected that thes~ considerations, 
c-
would eliminate the influence of the m~grtitude of the mean 
)
on. varianc~ estimates·. 
. .The s.tandard deviation for Groups 1 and· 2 varied from 
2. 8 to 13. 9. in five even. s-teps:. Thi·s corresponds to ra~ges 
o-f from 10 to 50. · 
As menti·oned previously, it ·seems likely that the 
. . ;, 
, :· ...... :,.~·-··,:-~- · sequence ~£. the numbers 
( 
. 
10Illprising a sample mayinfltience 
. ' . ' 
.• . ,..._ 
percei~~d vari~~~lity. Since. it would ~e v_~ry ~i_f-ficul t 
• ' • 'l r 
to pi.ck one sequence of numbe'rs and claim that it· ·'w~as rep-
, resentative ,~£ a11' sequences; in the present experiment, a 
i ' ..,¥'! 
\ ' . . '. . ···", - . . 
new order was ·randomly ·chosen for· each .. list. · The same. 
A / ;i 
numbers were _u-sed in each sample, of a given so·, but the 
' . -----
order di./£ fered across subj ee:t.s. 
-. -The ":lis-ts. for Gr-oup 3 __ were· m~_de fr_oni samples of 
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-.i .. '- ·,. i~g · the desired p.rimacy or ·recency_ nature of these· samples. 
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To maintain primacy in v 1 v z. the two largest. ·errors were put 






in·the middle and next to·last_pos.ition for each half.· To 
achieve the opposite effect in li~t v 2v 1 the _same errors 
were used but with the ~~posite order. The order of pre-
• Al 
sentation of the lists within subjects. was ~gain randomiz~d~ 
·Procedure 
.,. 
Each ,subject was run separately. As· in the method of, . 
. ..,, 
!inkler~ the exp~rimental s~ssion began with a review of 
. . ' - " 
, the con~epts~f probability. and the properties of·p~obabil-
.  
. _/·'\ 
r \ c_j. ty· ·distributio·ns. · A prepared set of in.structions -was read 
. ' 
~to insur~ that ill the ne~essary concep~s were covered and· 
' . 
,, 
------------ . - . pres·en·ted ____ In, the s~m.e fashion. There were ·pauses after 




S-ome subjects .·had no questions and -picke\i 1:i.P 
• - I 
., 
· · ?~\he· ma·ter.tal quite readil_~-~ Other~s required further ela.bor-




~xtra assistance ~es~iqns, the co,ncepts· were_. ~evi~wed in 
. e . 
- much the same fashion as .in the· tex.t· of, the instructions •. · · 
~ 
· ·.~·· · .... N·ew material was used (examples) but no new concepts or 
! 
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i-~g of frac-tiles - the area under a portion of the graph .. 
; 
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compare.d to the. total area.· Next, graphs which are based 
\ . 
on subjective iJJ.fOrniation were de.scribed. Tli·e notion of 
\ 
\ / 
. . ' 
peaked and d i_ffu·se" graphs· wa~ disc11ssed along wi_th. the -
• 
.- • ' • • • D • • i i . • . ' \'\ . . V ·'\)- ,-
relationship be.tween -'the scal·e and -the apparent s\hape of 
. .. . 
. . \ . .. 
. - '\\ 
·the graph. Then the point~ to·be us~d- in constructing the -
' \ . 
\ 
\ 
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A pr-actice grctp·h was. the_n drawn illustrati~g the sub-
, · . j ects beliefs a!>oU:t the propOrtion of Catholics 'at Lehigh . ,, 
., t • • '\ 
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[_ ·, 
expe-p:imenter and assistan,ce was provcided in making the. graph } 
' .. 
con£ orm with the labele·d·· points. N·ext·,- instructions were 
·read about· th~_-.task to be perfqrme·d with 1::he lists of 
-d,!! "". I -!c_,, 
·- ·~9, 
t 
· n4mbe.rs and another practice· graph drawn.· This time the 
. . \ 




be_ labeled and i.nstructed. to· draw the graph on his_ own. -
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· the actual instructions us-ad see Appe:r:idi'x 1. , , i 
: ___ -~~-· --.~· ~:-'fhe-J)urpose of th;s~-p;a~~ice·graphs·was-.noi: inly to, '.--.::·· ·. :-1 
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-1~ _. ____ ;_,., .... ..------~--:~~:·~~·· .. ___ ·, ~ting down on·subje_ct-experimenter interac·tion i·s des··irable" _ __ .-"·c_·-__ . ._,_, --,cj 
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to -eliminate po-ssible bias .caused by "the expe_rimenter,, when - ~ _, _:, · 1,1 
iP1f: 
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as·king the1 questions or helping to make· the graphs· consis-
. •, . 
' 
. tent with the-labeled points. 
- ------ ·-····· --~-.,....--- -..-.e--,·- ·-·- " 
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· The graph paper used was prepared ahe~d of time··by 
...;_-~- \ drawing an unlabeled horizontal ax.is. The subject was to 
- ... 
- I • • 
~hoose a scale which he felt ·appropriate to include all9 the 
~ ... .. 
values he wanted in his gri~h.· The axis was left unlabeled , 
......... ~~-· _-.--~~;.· ,. -
......... 





to avoid giving the subject .clues about the true ·differences. 








1, To compute ·the -standard deviation_~f_ihe_ g~ap~s, X Y. i (~ ' . ""' 
pa.ir,_s. were sampled from each graph. and subs·-tituted- into a·' 
. • . • Q 
' - . .. . \ ' 
computat·ional formula cierived from· the basic formula for ' .,. 
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.a = L.C~-x)~~)~, ., ' 
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..-c., ·where p(x) is approximated by f (x).Ax/}:f(x).Ax alld_11x--rs~-the' 
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~am.pling i11:terval. • ' . , 0 
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Sampl~s w~r·e taken at equ~l ·interva,ls across· the graphs,_· 
. , \' 
~ · .. t.he two endpoin~s be_ing t·he subjects 99% cutoffs • 
;, .. ' . \ 
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Thioughout the an~lysis, an alpha level df .OS was . : .... , .. . . 
-.· 
.. 
considered statistically significant. 
. r . 
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. ' Group 1 (list length 10) was run as· ·a with.in subj.act. :. __ , 
(. 
· des·~gn which requires analys·is by mixed model .. two fa_ctor a '. 
. '· 
- ,p ___ • 
analysis of '. • The results shown . . Table 1. ..... variance. are 1n . 
. ·' 
- --
··, Th.ere was a significant SD ef_fect, i_. e. lists havi~g dif ~-
. 
~ 
- .. · ferent sn·s resulted in s~gnifi,cantly different 
1
subjective 
sn~s .. · Comparisons by--orthogqnal polynomials were run to tes·t --- ---~------ --. 
. ,.-
. ; • 9 
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'--.._ 
the SD effect for a linear ~rend (see Table 2). The linear 
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. _., ---~-·tren·aw~fs _ s_i.gnI~f ic.arit --an.cf --the h~gher order trends were not. 
The 1 inear :trend accounted ·for 9.7 % of- the _ SD effect . : The - . 
-
,, 
.. mean subjective SD alon~ with the mean, SD, and.standard 
I 
error of the· samples qsed, -alo~g with·. the_ ·ratios of ·subj ec-
/ tive SD to sample SD and the _ratios of·subjective SD to 
sample standard errq,! are:- :~hown in -7able _3. 
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For ~very sampl_e SD, the.mean ·s_ubjective ·SD was less"· -:!i 
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\ Analysis of Variance for Group 1 
----Sou-rc-e -- --- ss df ms 
' . 
. 
Sample SD. 340.081 4 85.020 
~ Subj ec·t_s 204 .107 . 14 14.579 
... 
Interaction 137.308 56 2.452 
" 
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Orth~gonal .Po_lynornials for Group 1 -. 
. : ~ 
"Source SS(M$) F 
I. 
Linear 331 110 135 • fc • 
~~uad.ra tic~--~--~.~--:--.. --- ,. --· --1-;A·tt---~-
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--~--. ----------,------- • --ss-s - --- -- ------··---- ------------------- - ----- ---
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-Md,an -Subj.·. ·sn 
. - . I , . 
' ! 1· ' 
• r :Rdtioi· of Subj. _S~ ~ Sample SD 
2.15 
.,.,, 3.18 v' 
~771 .570 
i 
Rat~d.of Subj. SD to Standard 
! ' 
Error 2.43 1.79 
i 
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-A.nalysis of V-ariance 
,····· 
s·ource SS. df 
. . . 
·--~.-·, ... __ _..... 
~ 
Sample. SD 
. t •. 
202.809 4 
Subjects 313 .·42-1 14 
Intera·ction 136. 8'69 
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· .. · . ·.sD_ f<;,°r. Gr:oup 2 is les~ (than for Group 1· on each_ SD· value .. -, · 
.,., - - i'< 
--· . ·::-,:-··----:~-~-~-~--=-'.~~~ -----(se_e Table . 7). This s~ggests that list, length did ha.ve ·an ----·- · ---
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-1c effect, as it should if t~e _subjects- ar·e sensitive to the 
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To check this result for rel~ability,_Grohp _l was 
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__ '.~----~--< __ · ___ :. ~- compar.ed to Group 2- by means _of a three fac_tor mfxed model f 
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analysi~ of variance with subjects ne~ted within list. 
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length. · (s.ee Table 8). The effect due to list length proved . 
to be not s~gnificant. 
, . ·-·~·-···~,.~ ..... , .. , ... ··-· ····-·"'"•--i .. 
,I Sin.ce the m.overnen·t was in the right direction, ho:wever, 
. . . ' . 
we. should see if .the magnitude .of the morement was as large 
' ' 
.. as predicted by the stan.dar_d error model. This would b·e 
t~e case if the ratios of subjective SD to standard error 
• 
. I 
were the same· .for both .. list lengths.. These ratios are 
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§hown in Tables 3 and 6. For.every s~ple SD value, the 
ratio' is greateF i.n ·Group 2 than in Group 1.. This· indicates 
that subj~ct~ve SD did. not decrease as rnucl). ~sstandard·:· ···_ 
...,, 
error when the list length was increased. 
The three factor an~tysis·cornpari~g Groups 1 and 2 also 
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·Table· 8 f I 
1 
1 
of Variance ·to Test for Test Le~gth Effect· (Group ii. vs. Group·- 2)~ 
i i 
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Li sit , ~,engt~ (A) ,,_ , 
Subj~~ts w~thin iist ~ength 
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:, : : 11' ' i . ·. I • ,: •• ; 
Lis,it ]ength x rSamp. SD (AC) 
i I . ! • . • 
j . I (. ~ ] 
Sul;>/jedts· xlsanip. -S,D (BC) 
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Orth~gonal Polynomials for Groups 1 
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~ ~ 517.47 
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' Quadrat~·c 2.26 • 9·24 
cubic· 8.64 ,. 3.53 
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,nifican·t. ·-Then the _mean subjective SDs were comparea:··)by 
means Qf planned and post hoc comparisons . 
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. Table 11 shows 
·.of subj~ct?e~\to 
the mean subjective S·Ds . and the ratio 
. . ; 
sample SD as well as the sample mean, 
' ,, 
ra~ge and. SD. Also included in Table 11 i~ an altern~tive 
. 
measure ·of perform~nce on the graphs: the subjective 
ra~ge. This w~s 'obtained by_taking the difference betwee~ 
the values of G and Hon the_ graphs~ This ra~ge included 
.. 
· · what should have ·been 98% of the area of the graph. 
. () 
Primacy, recency, .and interaction were te-sted .first as 
. p 
pl-anned comp~risons. Primacy was significant·and the others 
• • # 
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were not. · To further test the hypothesis that the range~ o·f, 
the samples wa.s t.h-~ mo-st· important factor,. howe:ver, ,furth-er_ 
tests were run. List 1 vs. Lists 2, 3 and 4 testled _by 
Sch~ffe' s method· was s~gnificant. -This:. is in dis~greement 
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and E_.s tima_ted Paramete·rs for Group 3 
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2. vs:. 3 & 4 i (primacy) 
3 Y:S!. 2 & -4 . (recency) 
i'. ,, 
; ' ' \~ 
. l&:· 4- vs 1.•• 2 & .3 (interaction) 
: - ,,,.-----r I 1 . 
l,LJ 
·Sch¢tf e' s1 • Method 
' ! .. .-: I ' : . , 
1 -1 vs. :2: 1 
2 vs. :4 
















F = 7.78 * (F.05;- 1, 42=7 ~- 3) 
F - 3.10 N.S. 
t, 
F - 2.33 N.S. 
.,, 
.342~'1'~3.662 Sig~(doesn't 
· cover zeroJ 
-.400~'l'S:3.654 N.S •. 
·-1.398~'1'~2.662 N.S. 
< < 5 64' 
-.098 _ \J! _ • 2 N.S. 
;ii No~e!: ~ · error term for· p.lanned comparison same as ·from Table. 10 • 
• 
1 Note:· · error · term from Table 10 multiplied by Wg according· to 
'? 1 - • Scheff e '. s . method. 
' 
' ' 
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... , .. -------·· ·----~----- "$tr~ight comparison of· the mean s.ubj ectiye S_Ds .(Table. 11)., -
treatment 2 is closer to 3 than- to.1. These findings 
' 
would·pbi~t: to the-range of the sampl~s as be~ng the more 
important determinant of the SD .of the subjective graph~. 
The individual subject's data we!e not as orderly .as ~ 
the group data. Fully one half of the 15 subjects in··. 
Groups 1 and 2 did not properly ran}<; order · the samples. (as 
indicated by their subjective SDs) (See Table 13). Of 
those that did, some had scores which appeared linear b\lt 
not all. The incorrect orders (15 of them) came in manoy 
varieties. Some types of incorrect ord~ring were found· 
.. 
...,&- . • 
. ~ . . . . . . . ~ .. , 
_ ·- ,.. ·.-·-- .. ______ ., .. ____ ... ___ --~· for mq_re ___ th_an __ one. _s_ubJ._ec_t __ in __ Group.. 2-.- . -Thus: -t-he -number of -- -· 
,-, 
types of incorrect orderings observed is less than the 
I 
numb·er of su~jects with 'incorrect orders. Most had an 
, ·adj a~cent pair inter·changed ( 8 out of 1·s) , five had two 
. ~ . ~ 
, 
~airs ·interc~anged (e.g .. 21435 or 32145), two·had an .~· 
. 
' .. 
.... _e~t.reme value .p.laced· in ·the __ mid_d~e (·~314-5 and 12534). · -The· 
, . 
. ;"'-'"!, •• 
on1Y _ reversa:1 whicS seemed to i:,cc:ur more than the others"-..,,. 
, I 
f .. . 
.. ~ 
. . 
\ T~alli stoOd out. In 9 of the 15 incorrect orders, the 4 \ ______ _ 
- - -- - -------~--- --- -- - . - -
and 5 positiol)s were reversed '(the large vat'iance;s}. ·· This · ·. , - . 
. . 
·~. ·,-:·• .. , .. , .. ,.,. ........ ,,,."-'·.-..-.,..,,~ .... w .... ~,.- •. ·.,·~----.. -~-·-,·-·-
. 1)-
·--- ., " ~ 
'sugges'ts that d'iscr.~mination b·ecomes more difficult·- for 
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Th& fact that mean subjectiy~ SD was lineat·with sample 
- ' SD i~ quite significant in its implic~tions for information 
p.rocess ing theories.· This finding· combi!led with the f ac:t 
•. 
that subj·ective SDs were smaller than.· sample SDs. implies 
that subjective variinte (SD squared) is no~ linear with 
• 
sample variance. · 'As an example, T~ble 14 shows· th.at the 
\ \ . . 
variances· associated w.t th linearly related hypoth~tical SD 
~, 
. 
figures are not linearly ~~lated. 
I 
Thus the earlier findings 
.. '-.,' 
of non-linear·relations are ~hderstandable and may not.have 
·, /' ', 
. ·,, 
occured if the variabilitiy j,udgemea:ts had be·en compared_ to 




s_ample SD rather than sample variance,",,"', ·. 
. . 
·"~, 
Conservatism is_) the incomplete use_ -of "--·~vai.lab-l·e inf or-
. . 
. ' ~ 
' 
... ·~ f . . 
mati·on when making inferences from numeric~al da~ and _has 
' . . 1' . 
.... . 
. , '·-~ 
' "'"'"''".II . 
. . ·. .. ~ be·en foqnd in many types of .information process_ill:g t·~~s. 
! 
- . . 
. . . ~ 
(Edwards, Lindiwan, and 1Phii.lips, -l.9p4) . "-:~-There ar~ two ~> 
,,,,, . ' 




· ment. The· ·fi.rs t is the fact th-at subjective SDs ar.e · con-
. ·si-st-ent·1y· "la·rg·er than- th-~-: sample s.tandard errors (Tables ·3 
.. } .... ' . 
..... ..,. 
.,..._ .. ,.,..,.., 
l 
, 
. -.,.,._· .. · -:-
' - .-.. ----- .. -·-··----. -- ·-·-·· . - -·-·---·-- ,-· ··-- -··-- . --
- ........ - ... . .... - '. 




-- ": _·_-- , · __ ~~ . A_?;··. -'.'._ no.t as .. sma1_1 a.s woul·cl- be-- predicted f ram ·the .. s_amp 1 ing \'dis~-.·.· - . - .-, 
l 
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.:".: .. ·. Variance~ Associated 
Related Standard 
_ Sample s. D. ' 1 3 s 
Subj ect·ive s. D. 2 3 
Sample Variance 1 9 25 
Subjective Variance 1 4 9 
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· Sec.ondly, list l.e~gth does not have as much e·f feet as 
,. 




.. - - -- --· - ··- -··~-·!. -
... ,. 
- -·-lo"'. • 
·' 
.. :.----.---_ ·.··-;-··~---·---·--.-----.\ _--
. sample standard error. Since they are estimating the mean, 
more information should lead to a more precise estimate 
' .. 
. ,, 
and smaller subjective SDs~ As we· have seen, the subjec-
. J 
tive SDs were smaller for Group 2 th·an for Group 1 at e-very 
\sample SD level. ·This· ·sugg·ests a 'list length effect even 
"--
though the· analysis o~ variance test of list length ·effect 
~as not significant. The test for list 1ength was not too 
powerful because of the between subjects design. The mag~·p· 
ni tudes of the differences between Groups 1 and .-2, however, 
: u 
- ·~·· . 
were not as la!ge as required by t·he standard ~rror model 
,, 
as shown by the comparisons of the ratios of subj ecti.ve 
· SD to sample· standard ~rror. The subj ec;ts performance is 
. 
related to predictions based· on the sampling -distribution· 
. . ' 
e 
for means b4t does not fully· ~ome up -to th~ p_redictions in 
. a manner which s~ggests · incomplete use of· the available-· 
inf orma t-i on .. 
. ' . 
' . 
. . . . 
'The linear relation b.e:·tween ·mean ··subjective -SD and 
., . . 
\. s,ampls SD for Gro·ups 1 and 2 tends to bear out one ·of the . 
· assumptions made 1n. runni~g th1s study·. The. m~gnitude of 
. ( ~. . . 
•···-•·-•·••·, ···•··--·•-•••-·-r~ ,._ • -·.,·--•·••-•··--···-·-!.,,.,, .. _ ....... ,,.~--,.:., ',,-•••,•••,.,•,, , ... ,.•'-,,,,','• ·•·---·~ • 
. "--~--;- ~~~-~-- ,··-the · sample; means must have be~en ignored -cir the ·st.:rong-' linear 
rJ • . • • ~ ' • 
. 
-
···:·-~-·-~-- =-· ---~----~-Teta:ti~ons·hip··wouJ;d-·not'h-a~e~ 'oceu~ed ~-- ····c;c·'f-8:bies ···2· -- ·and··-5-·ind-i-·· ; _::. ~: ······ · 
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Actually ,o.f 
' .,, I 
' ' _:I . . 
. 
. . (; . .. 
·. . 
·. h~gh, t~e opposite of earlier findings. course, 
the linear trend of the SDs lead to the conclusion that 
.. 
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.. 
ratios shown in Tables 2 and Sare.random error .. 
Group 3 was presented with a more difficult ~ask· than·. 
Groups I and 2 in that _two lists had the same sample SD and 
three lists had the same range. J • Inferences about the mean 
1··1' 
bas~4 on .Lists 2 or 3 should b~ more ~recise than those 
based on List 4 even tho~gh ~~e ra~ge for all three groups 
was the same. The results, as have been seen, are not con~ 
elusive but ·indicate that the· ra~ge was an important factor -
arid that primacy effects may have occurred as well . 
. S-ub j ecti ve ra~ge · as a performance measure for Groups ·1 
~ and .. 2.gave results quite similar· to those ~btained usi~g 
•.' I I • 
, ~ 
subjective SD. This is not unexpecte·d since sample range 
~ ~T" -~ ~ • 
and SD we.re correlated. In froup 3_,.how·ever, the results 
... 
• ,J ~ 
were somewhat d.ifferen.t .. ,. The subj~ctive range was low for 
e 
. 
List 1 and e~sentiallj.~qual for Listi -2, 3 and 4 (See Table 
. 
. 
q1i) ... This implies that subjects are attendi~g to the ra!).ge 
. -. of t~e ·sampl~ and _that i't has a st_ro~g influen~e on ·t~eir 
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the relative effects of sample SD and range. S4mples wi-th.· 





The individual subj ect.s data were not as orderly as 
the group data. Many subjects did not acllieve a, ... ,proper rank 
ordering of the samples. Many different types of orderings 
I] . 
occurred. Also, . range_ appe'ars to be an important ·factor . 
.. 
· Th·e' samples· in· Groups 1 and· 2 of this experiment were 
unusual in.that they ha~'i one to one relation between SD 
an.d range. Thus we wou.ld expect a further de0crement in 
,, . ' . . . ~ . . . 
individual performance ·wh~n the_ sampl-es wete ch-osen randomly. 
The p9orer individual performan~e h·as implications for ~--
.. . ' the 'practicali t_y of t._{µs tin.g _ ~ubj e·cts to produce B-ayesian 
• . . . . 9 
- . 
. . '' ·. . \ ; 
· pti-or probabi-li ty distributions. With the __ present or sim-
. . 
.\ 
ilar tasks and the ·present sta~e of development of thi · 
. . . ' 
' -
,. / .. 
,. . 
graphing method·, individual subjects are not going to be 
very c~onsistent at !fiakin.g fin-e discr·.iminations base,d on 
. sample. standa.!d de.viation. 
~--
_I 
On. the other hand the &rOuP da.ta s0how that there is a 
. 




· ,_capability £or. this--i.)l'-p-e .of ·discyi.mina-'tien and that behavior--·-- ~-
: prescribed .by the sampling distributi-on by me.ans is ap• 
--. .;, 
pro--ach.ed _ even tho~gl'l. s-omewh~-:t: cons_e~va ti ve ly. · :_:~-
.. -····-·· · • .-.j; 
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. . 
The graphing method·proposed by Winkler shows potential 
as a tool.for measuring subjective estimates of variability. 
. 
. When combined with ·the task chosen for this experiment, the 
method leads- io subjectiv~ estimates. of standard deviatiori 
· which vary linearly with s~mple SD at least for group data. 
This statement must be qualified, however, to includ!- the 
~paJent. strong influences of s~le range on these esti~~ 
· ates. It may well be that ra~ge has confounded previo~s 
studies of variance estimates. 
.• Performance by fndividual subjects did'not appear suf-
, . ficiently consistent to _warrant.placing much faith in . . 
. 
··-Bayesian subjective prior distributions. -Gros.s dis-
,.. 
criminations ca~be made, but sample_s with, simi13.r SD:s are 
frequent"'-ly perceived- in a reversed. order." , 
I 
0 
Diffi~~ul:tY in proper~y _ ranki~g similar samples appear-s.-
/·-
to increase w.i th the sample SD. 
Subjects' we_re· conservative in ·their data processing in 
\, . , 
t-h·a-t they did not m·ak .. e· · ful 1- use· of· the · inf orma.tion . a:vai 1-
" 
ab le· to. t.hem . ., 
.: ' . 
' . - --·- -··· ·-·, .... -· 
~ ·-- ---' - --- - -- , .. - - --·-··-··· 
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·'---.--
·Th.is st1:1dy concerns probability estirnatio.n. Haye -you 
ever had any coursework or tother traini~g in' -prob~b·ility or 
:statistics? .·:,,./ .. ( (Note courses. - • t ' Make sure none above intro-
dµctory courses.)) 
Theie are two ~oncepts of probability. One -is based 
/-' 
pn the relative frequency of obs~rved events, as in flip-. 
• ping a coin.,· The other is· ba{i,ed on a ye.rson's individual-··" 
beliefs as in-,es timati~g the. odds on a hors er ace. 
.. 
.... 
- - -- -- --- . - - -- -· - - . ~"":-- - -- - . 
-As an :example ·~f the· rel~i"ti.ve t·requej~cy-·concei, t', · ·1e-t-,--~i- --- ·:.-·-------.-· - --·--- _- -
_ consider an·experi~ent where a bibl~gist:.w~nted information 
. about the frequency of albino kittens be,iµg born. One -way 
. .,-
to do this would be to iecord the piopbrtion of albino kit-
-·-~-· 





· number :getween O and· 1 relati~g ·t~e number of albino to 
.. 




r The,: propo·rtion-s obtained· from· m.any litters could be · 
·-: ·- __ ;----~;;:_:__~0--i11Ustrated .'graphie.a1:1y·· if a frequen~y .a.istribli't.ion· was 
• ' • • • 
• • 
.,-
• J • , 
• 
.. 




. . ,. r 
' 
made up. This would look l~ke the familiar bar graph. 
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.the · y ·axi$ shows ·number of~occur-ences from--·O to 70.)) • 
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' ' .. 
' . . ,,,, '• 
. . 
·: ·The level axis is fabeled with the values of proportion from 
0 to 1 and the vertical axis shows the number of occurences 
. df the various proportions. 
" 
\ 
. -\ I 
A probability distribution has many of the same feature·s. 
. ((Show Fig. 2. A density ~urve, skewed to the right. 
. 
. 
~Similar in appearance to t~e frequency distribution. 
The tails come to zero at O and 1 on ihe proportion 
• ax-1s. No vertical scale. Points A and B labeled on 
the level axis such- that the height of~the curve over 
A was twice that over B.)) 





- ------ -- ---------- -- - . _, 
-·-- - -
After eno~gh information has been collected to make reliable· 
co~clusions, the frequency distribution can.be converted to 
--------~--~-------a- probability distribution •. A .§J!lOOth curve is drawn thro~gh · • C " . -
. ~ the points and there are no values labeled alo~g the verti-
:· 
. 
cal axis. . The i_nformation given by these graphs .is based 
.r 
-
6n the relativ~ he~ghts of the·cutve over th~ various po~nts~· 
-- -- -· - - -- --- -
- -- . -- - ·.- -· - - -
. 
. 
-·nus i.·f. th-e graph_ is twice as h~gh .over point~ A'.. a.s over 




f, .• ,. - ·_as the value at· B. 
--!'· 
\•·-·-- In·addition~ the area under the curve-takes on meani~g. 
cl-
.. ~ ' 
,- . 
------------~. ~----· ____ : __ , ____________ --··-"--~-____ ((Show Fig. 3. . !nother· density .curve .. · Thi~ ti-me- only ._ --~ ---·- _: __ _ ·,:.- • r r • 
~i-ght-ly---s- - w-eti-. -· · A~if4f peiJlt -w~ ,i.n-di cated ~±ab-e-~ . __ .· __ ._. 
; 




---· - -. · -----·-·--- · - - -- _ .. t-hi-s poi-rtt cro~shatched with diff~rent p·atterns. Points ___ - }. i 
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. • t ' ·portion of the tota·l area taken from· the ·middle •. · Scale 
' I •~ 
.. 
' . 
o ' r I 
-·2 -.-.:.--. . ' '._.....~~-"'"- . ..,.. ·- - ·/.again O to 1.)) 
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• ·is one- third of th~ total area, one can_· say that the probabil-
ity of findi~g the .values betwe.en zero and the cutoff point· 
I_ 
is one-third. So if the cutoff· point on this graph is .3, _ 
you can say that the chances are one-third that the propor-
tion wil·l be between O and . 3-. 
· This holds true fot other ra~ges of values as well. 
For example i.f the area over the ra~ge of values from A to 
_____________________ B is.one-f~ourth ___ of the total area, the probability_that the. 







;.~--------~ ---- - Se -far~e have be-e-n -tal~ki~g about- -the- r-elative- fre-q·uen-cy. ____ -_-------- '1 
-~ 
·notion of probability. The notion of subjective probability 
-·--··! 
is ... similar. Here, however, a person's pei'rso_na.l _·beliefs are 
' -· bro~ght forth rather- th·an scientific data. 
- - ---- - -- - ---- --------- --- - ,,.--------- -- ---- - - - -- -·· 
-
- ·--
')' _ If you _as·ke·d-a man off 'the street,. what is the propor-
, __ tion of albinq·· kittens,. he probably wouldn '-t· know the exact 
~ I 
value. H~ woti'ld, however, have· a· ro~gh idea. - He would \·have 
more confidence in some values-than on others. He would 
- have very-·11 ttle confidence in- zero _and one .-sirice they are 
" 
--~~---~~=~~~--~-~~---~- - obviou,s ~r wro~g ·, an~ pro·t, a~ly~ __ say -~h~ ! . -t,p.e !!).9st _ 1 i~-=--~-?7 val~~--~--
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., ·- -----.·..:_-.---·--- . .'..--- -
-·· 
· I_dea~ly, these ~ubj ective. graphs should have the same 
' . 
__________ ._· .. · ~~--" .. interpretation as -the graphs. I have talked about previously .. 
The he.ight '_over various values should represent the confi-. 
', 
dence ·in those values, and the area of th_e graph over a 
. t~·. · range of values should indicate th.e probability of thq.t~ 
"' 
range of values. Another feature" of· these -graphs is their 
shape. The \ confidence there • • • value along . ,, more 1S 1n a given 
,. 
the ·x • ' the -peaked the axis, more curve app,e ~.:i:-s_. 
· ((Show Fig. 4. Two curves. One labeled "peaked1 ' - a 
· . .,, 
thin distribution centered an 98 ~ 6 symmetrical.. Tails 
to O by 90 and 110. "Diffu_se" curve very wide and 
. . , 
gentle slopi~g. Values .from 100 to 200.)) 
.. --·- - - - - - --
~- -...- -- ---·- --- -
·, 
-:,.,,,,."" ·- ·~: - - . 
I . -
As an example, a graph showi~g your belief~_about the body 
temperature of a heal thy per.son would ·be ·sharP.lY N c~ntered 
around 98 .• 6. On. t·he other hand,-your guess ·as to how much·· 
r 
. . . 
rubber you can ge_t from. a rubber· tre_~ plant m~ght be rather 
';" - . ·-· 
- -- ·---------- · -spread out. _ · ~ 




you have' ro~ghly the same. con·fide·nce in many valu·es • 
.,_· -- ., . -
:4Jt.: .. .. 
There is one thing to watch out for here. The differ-
- -~-'-
.. --~·. -----· . -
•·~ 
. •-•- . . . . ' 
_, - __ · _ ence between diffuse graphs and _peaked ·graphs is not --SO - . 
. . } . ' 
- ·- . 
- \ ( 
. 
... 
. - ----- cc::----:c~----~~--:~ ~- -· ~Jnuch· their shape. as. the ra~ge of. values unde_:r_ -_the h~gh __ p_a:r~,: ... '.~·: .. ;·,':;··~----~--~:.: .. :~--~---~--:~--= 





- . . . - · -- ~ .of -t-he -graph._ - Tlvr1s -the- scale chosen for~he \ralues ,alo-n-g-----_ ·-~--~-:------:---
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- . 
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' thousand.· Then the numbe_rs between 100--an-d--- 200 would have 
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- --- - - ---
. ,,, 
- f - • -' i· - --\ . 
been more bunched ·together and the graph look ~ore peaked. 
\• 
I In this experiment I will be asking you to draw Some-. • . 
r--- ~····---~-~-~ 
. \ --~----•·-
___ .,, .. - -
............. .,.. .... .a. 
1--- -
.. ·1 •• · • 





I / I :, 





. g_raphs. These graphs will -be to illustrate your confidence 
, 
. ;:in the truth of the values along the axis of the graph. To I I 11 
explain.what I mean by truth here, let me go back to the 
dis.cuss ion of albino kittens. There is a true. percent~ge . 
. known to biologists, but since you don't know wh~t it is, .a 
_- graph you drew would illustrate your confi_denc-e in the truth 
of the various values. 
To help you draw the graph there are severa.1 important 
-, . 
points that c~n be identified alo~g the axis·_ of the_ graph. 
Here is a sample graph which - illustrates thes_e points. 
,, 
:, 
- ···-- -· -·------
- . 
-( (Symme~trical distribution with points -A thro~gh H . ~ 
. 
s 
marked on axis. No number values .. )) · 
-1. ' Point A is under the peak of the ~raph. It is the most 
. . ' 
'-~ . likely -·yalue. 
- -
- - -
- 'Ii - - 2., I:>oints B and C are _under the pe-ints of the graph which 
are half as _ h~g_h 1as the peak. Thus_ yoµ would have half 
. • • 'I) . 
. . -
as-much confidence in these values as in A . ' ' 
. -
. ·3. · D. is __ a point such that. half o~ t&e area of_ the. graph, is 
• {1--~.-111 • 
-,---t~~--h~:le:ft -of th'is point and,_l1a.l~f is to~~ the. r~ght. _c. -(),, . C ." ., - -
·. 
... 




. ' ~· 
. .ll, . , I 
-~· ... ·-
, .. Two distributiOils w~thjust_Aand n_.. ____ _ 
- . --- . . 
---·----- -----· 
-----·-_;:•--,. 
. ·-, ' ~- :: 
- -' 
:-1 
- -- -------~-----------·-·····- ·----- __ ,......, ________ ~ 




--. . --- --------- - . - ---
· when the _graph is s'kewed ~-- that is·, when it has more 
47 . -6 
















• ; I 
• . •. I'-~ • ;"-'It r;•: ·-: . ,• ,. 
. . 
............................ 
, ...... , .. ----'-"'"-'' ··-, ._,, ' 







··:··area on: one ·side of the. peak· than the oth-er. . n·- is on 
. the side with the greater area .. 
.' --=-·- -, .•. ·=- ... • .... ____ .., _ _ !. .. _ -
~ -
4.· ,E is a point such that· one-fourth of the. area is to 'the ., ____ ": 
s. 
·left and three-fourths cif the area is to the right. 
This means that the probab~lity that the true value is 
· -les··s than E. is 25%. 
F Ys the same thing on the right side •. The prOb~bili ty --
. . .. . . ' 
that the true valuhs greater than F iS 25%. 
6, G and Hare the 99% confidence points. There is only_· 
a one percent _c4arice that the_true value is le~s ·tha~ 
' . 
G; and one percent that it· is gr·eater than H. 
Whe11 you draw~-your_ graphs 1· ·want :you ~o pick. the va1u·es 
,,,. 
. ·-
-- --- --- --- ----·- - ---·-- -. --- --- -] --- - ..----- -- - --- - . . - - -·-. 
----- for A thro~gh H and label. them before you. d:raw the graph ... 
' 
. . . 
This may seem· a. little stra~ge, but the idea is ~o pick . 
..:J.-
tlie. s e values base~f on what _you believe about the numbers-
~ . 
... ~ 
_ ~nd tJ1en· draw in_ the_ graph to -make it ~gree with the po·ints ~ 
~ 
I'll: goth·ro~gh this ~gain when we·d~_a practice problem. 
--




Do you have c3:ny· rel·iable, exact· information··· 
about this?· OK, I would like you to. gr-aph. for me your c·on-
. I' 11 .go - through ___ a -series- ·of ,questions. 
-- ·_2---- .·---- ·-·-·-· .. --·· -·- -------
~==~ -_ ~,,~-=---~---'.-_:t:_=.--~-~clt=.!~~=~~tt~~tI1~?:?--~-st-1i:k~1!!=~tnrt-~~·•••==~=~ _:- __ -~~;:~~---• 
~-C-, ~ - -: c:cc-- -- _- 2 ~ -p1 ck two· -va-lue s t O the f e ft ~n d r. ht () f ,A ~hi.Ch are· ·--: .; . -_·- -_ _;__ ----- --~ --- -= 
---,--- ' . - -~--·:-·-·_---:--·---,----·-·:- ---~-:--- . -_ - --- _- --- -_- - ·.:- - -,' - ··-- . . ,_ ft g - - . . : . --.----··--·-···:···'--·-·····--··--·--··--··-····-""-···---·-·-_--:--
- . . -- -- . -
-- .. '·-···-·------. -----·--··-
~-- ------ -~~::;-·= c~~' --::_ c---_-:-_ __:_-::-h~lf as ~like 1Y a.S A;' Vl:I.Eie S "1n Wb.1-:e1ryou ;ou.id , ha Ve h-ii£~==--~ :~::~ ~----~. 
---- --· - - -- - .. - - -- -
. . ...... _ . . . 
-----
-----~------------------------------------------------- - - ----- -- -- -- -- ·---- ------,------------ ---------------- --------~-------------~------1 
~--- . 
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. '. i..:.-
. -··-( / 
_L .. -.. •• 
-·. - , .... ,Jot.-""'"''·. . 
,., 
·- r 7 .--· -, 
... 
~: -=-=S~~ .... ----------1!1111!!!!!--............................................................ _______ ~----------~~~~~.--~~~ 
. ,. 





... 3. Pick a point D such· that half the area· of the graph is , . ... . 
to. the left of D and·half to the r~ght. · This ne~d not· 
• IJ' .,. I - - ' 
·.: · .. ~be .precise but me~ely indicate w~ether the graph is_ .. 
syrnmetri~al or not. 
4. · Pick E such that· there is a 25% chance that the value 
.. 
is less than E • 
. . . 
. S • .,. Pick F such that there is a 25% chance that the v.alue 
.. 
is greater than F. 
•,-
6. Pick G such that you' re 99% sure · the true value .is above.· 
& 
. 
G. This is a lower cutoff point and should not iriclude 




7. Pick H so that you're 99% sure the true valrie is below 
H. Now b efo-re _ ~lr awi~g in the curve·,· put-· three--·p·o-int-s 
' 
on the graph abov.e the values -.for A., B and C. The he_ight 
above A ~~n· be anythi~g you. like, but .th~ points for~ 
-
and c· should be' half as h~gh. OK, now· draw in _the curve, I I 
. 
maki.ng. it conform to the : labeled points -below. 
( ((Corrections an4 s~ggestions.were made i.f the gr{:lph and 
-
t·he p-0~nts did not match -up,-~proposi!).g · al·tern.ative ways ... 
(~, ,. 
-





I --- . ~··· - . : ,. . su,bj ective · probability, of ··the-. alternati·v.es-.----4h-a._snhj_ect.~. -~-I • 
l . . .• 
. 
\ 1- ---:: ."·- __ ;._: _____ ~--~---_· -~-the-n---ch~:__e -the---a-1-ternative. he felt w.as m?s t aRpropria te.)) 
T ······ ·:...-.~=----. ---:···-···--·---· . . . . .·. . . - . . . - . . . . ·--,:_c; ____ c,._ . . 
..1 .... ·-·--······ ___ - --~- . - - . · · The _r_est · of the experiment will invo·lve the processing·· .·-· -·; --J-~-~-
·--~ · · ~- - .. " .. ----~~~--=~-- ~~f-,--data.. The_ · data·~you·-·wt11~·-·-see·: will be a _seri_e·s of. n:~:t;>ers . - ·- .- ..... 
(~·'. ]--. ·-·· __ ;·:~-=~-· _,-:~-: := ·;Jij_··t11--~ ~;:;_-b;--tb.6~-ght=:~6~:f •~·-··th8--·-reSUli:S=·ot"-:-a ·se¥ie's::~F---:-~.~':"'";'C~:--_-" ~-=~~:t 
.-=-- :'·-: .. -·•-------------~---
C .2..-....___ __ - - -- -• ·---------- ··-----· - - - --
• 
' ' . --- --~-------------------··---·-·
 - -~ -- - - - ~-
------- ------ ____ : -- --- ~-~-----~------ _.:=~.., '- --
....... -----
--~~- .. ' 
·; ,,! 
I •. ;-·, 
. ; .:c.:. .. 
J=:J [ i ;' ·~ measurements . 
I • 
: i' ·; 
. t -----t-,-·- ·-
·- f ; "·' - • 4.g 
• 
P. 
.: \ . '·""" 
,:- ',•.-... ·.·.-·.·· .. 
. --'-+:-'- . . - -
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In scientific laboratories, when precise measurements - . 
. ... ___ ~ .... ~-~ .. ·--·-,-..--.-------- .--··- - .. 
.. 
·, 
• • I are attempted, the ans,vers are not all tl1e_ same. 
- . --..... ,---~--- -~ ..... -..... --~- · ........ __ ~ - Many 
~- - ...... :....-·----·---.... - .• l... - . r 




.values are obtained. Typically the numbers are centered 
around some true value. 
It is generally accepted that the measurements qbtained ··. 
! 
consist of thi? true value plus or minus some error of 
measurement.· These errors vary -~i-n size-,- large errors bein.g 
~ . 
less frequent than small ones. 
. -
I am goi~g to show you som~ data now which I have ob-
tained by adding and su~tracting random ~rrors to a true 
value and I want y_ou to try to estimate this true value. · 





-------·--------·--~·-you to draw a graph which illustrates your confidence in the 
various -values. · You· will ·see the numbers for three seconds 
~-- . 
apiece and won't be allowed to writ.e them-fOwn. 
((Show pi'actice list (similar to·list 3, but with a 








•First put· a scale On the horizonta} axis that includes . f --- . \ 
f.: 
' ' • - . . - - . -. - ? . . --· -----------·---- - -.~,, 
-----------------.~-·· _ :-_ -the---range--:of--numbers--yoU--tilink are apprc:>J)iiate tO-ill.Ciude f 
Is 
· the true value,.. Label several values along this scale. · ~: 
- - -:Before you draw your graph, 1et me' emphasize' that the graph 
does not have to be an exact representation of the· data, · ; 
~ • M 
. -~ J' - - . - Ji. ..... 2 
but rather shoU1d illustrate what you belte_ye~_~l:,O!,lt thej:'fJJ_~--C~-=~="C-:---1 
-·-·-:·;_-·::-7,:_~~,, . .:;::_..._ ___ ~-, - ~;:---.___:_~:,:_,:_-:--7"--·---·--·~-.:_:~'.-=-=~·.;,:,::_::::~::·;;;.~; .."~.-·---•-.-,.... -~,~-~-·-:::-··:. ... ···;·····;· .; ... ..::..=;·;.':··.-·:---·-~····· ·a·.-~.. ..-.--------~-~---·· ····----~-., -·· .. ••'•·l:--·-- _· . - . . ' - ----· ·:·· . .. -· .. ---·- -- --·-:-· .·.· .. ,.· ... ,.;-··- .- . -· ~ . • J:. 
· .· .... ·. -:- ,- -~ valµe •. Pick a ·val-he which-you think fs most likely and rat;e - ~,. · _..__ · ~ 
i .. - . .. - . . - ... - -· :-: -=~:.:~•--- :~ ;,~ 
~~~7~"-~:;~-_i:-~-~~.~;-=~=:s-lJ_i-iGUndi;g~ V~lues. Illlt:::~oh how off.en ··trr~y-. app~ar~cJ. · 1njthe':~:~,:;_~-:·~. ~~~- ~- ~ 
. .. .,_ ----- ', ·,:; 
·· · data, but on how muCh: confidence you ... ~ould have,· in them as · : 
- r 
-~ I.. ~ 

















-~'~--;::;;;::;:.-=- --~_,~·-;:,,--,..-.,...cc,,,·.·~· -----·«-----· ... ··-, ··c::-·· - =- ->,------ ---•~-42-_.-.,-··· ··;, .,_ .. , 
' 
' .. 
-- .-:....:~ ·--">- --~· - ,- -.. ,"'-,,- - '~ ,~ 
.,.,. 
I ' 
the tru~ value of the distribtition. · 
.. - ~ .. 
This time I won't be going through all. the q~~stjops 










with you. Here is a reminder of what points to label. 
Please proceed as before,Jlabeling points and then drawing 
-~ ' l' .. 
the graph. Feel free to ask any questions that you have. 
. " ({Stibject·draws_ graph.)) 
Now there will be five more problems like that one .. 
So~e have more variabiliti than others but in each· case in-, 
dicate your beliefs about the true value. (The reminder 
~ 
was a copy of the questions asked for the first practice 
problem.)--
------. - --- ~ -·- -
~- ·--~- . --·- --
ii_ 
. . _,, . ! -
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